5 things to know about Wi-Fi 6/6E and Private 5G

1. Wi-Fi 6/6E and Private 5G are complementary solutions

Both technologies offer unique benefits and can work together to support different use cases.

2. They will co-exist and work better together to support different use cases

Wi-Fi 6/6E and Private 5G can complement each other, providing flexibility and performance.

3. Get secure performance needed for hybrid work with Wi-Fi 6/6E

Wi-Fi 6/6E offers up to 3x more bandwidth and throughput than Wi-Fi 4, enabling new applications.

4. Did you know Private 5G can also be deployed in these use cases?

Private 5G can provide ultra-reliable and low-latency connections, very large spaces coverage, and fast moving endpoints.

5. Wi-Fi 6/6E and Private 5G together can expand opportunities across many industries

Together, they can support new immersive applications and enable global collaboration.

---

**Wi-Fi 6/6E and Private 5G**

Using spectrum efficiently, Private 5G provides more bandwidth and throughput than Wi-Fi 6/6E.

---

**Healthcare**

Connect healthcare workers and patients on campus, so it seems like everyone is in the same room.

**Education**

Learn better with immersive learning (AR/VR).

**Manufacturing**

Day to day network access from the office or the floor and immersive collaboration or training in real-time.

**Retail**

Better customer experiences through faster connections and more secure networks.

**Private 5G**

Only available from Cisco, Private 5G provides enterprise control over the network and data privacy.
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